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. (71' . ~ 
' as i~e~yiand Marxism as~·itiq~:'__ __ co~~ar!i'!:.!Y§ • h~.ical 

and c~~ical analysis~~~:~-~-] 
The two new points of this year's international conferences 

have special significance because it is the centenary of Marx 

and itt. coincides with both the Third World and women's libera-

tion as ~moveme~ more amazing, than the wrong accuGation 'I 
of Eurocentrism and complete disregard of the writings of Marx on what 

~all .. today the Jrd world, since that arose with the 

knowledge of the Grundrisse and really not fully till the EN, 

_,-_is the disregard of the concept of woman which Marx had sing~e'j\ o~t. 

from the very start of the discovery_g_Lbi~o:t!f"-.-.---._ 

. . ~(cw., ~ u~-
as prc~i'aiunlil.O:,:;X/;;.~:,:,;,;;.;;y 

... •d·cireative as H Marcuse·, an independent Marxist, and 
.· . : ';,,.·.·. ,· 
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Y£?li ~- 9h--~ ~~-C~1 !u~~(~"'~£~it)/V /atut ~ j 
as real artists, as one of the forms of the breakdown between 1:iJ tUJ j 

! , ~~ 
.r,.ttW mental and manual labor, and finally and above all; humani ty• s •M ! 

/iJ~ .. \ development as tt "Absolute movemen·t of be.coming", ~ 
~1- ~ Let us stop here also in order to grapple with the actual "' 

/Po~'> < t fact that thJA GrJlndrisse to '*ich Mx referred in his letter to 
l--11~ ~·t41..r ~CfVOc.)f1l· 
~ Lassalle as._ having taken up 1.5 years, the best years of his 

~life, W0at we have to keep in mind in grappling with that fact 

now that we know what follows -- 6apital and the EN-- fh~J~~ 

.¥:- Grundrisee is ~&ediatiof betwe:n the early Mx,-:he ••IIIIIE._.J.~r;,2? 
"middle" MS, the truly mature Mx as well the very last deca•del.-1:::7>" 

~f hie li:fe{~iloeophic mediati:n, as we all know, has no~hin_g 
whatever in commmon with the administrative mentality, much less·{~~~~ 
with bureaucratic image o:f a mediator, By being both objective 

and subjective, sel:f-development in both ideas and in pers-on·~ 

lt compel~s u~ to view those 27 yearsv.hen Mx produced 

:.·,::t.ciat.lfiJ): _greatest works, so that even the last :few years o:f his_. 

'tral.L-'I~cnthe 1980s, as to what precisely the Hegelian. 

li&;~~~~~~~~~}~;rn.l/h • Far from being anything as very nearly ·. 

's return, ' as an old man, 411181111ijillii:r.i.UMm 

·:woman when one can con6:['e·ti11e it both on what 
<··. 

··. .beginning and what 

two revolutions, in the greatisi of which, PC, "Women ~~irlj~~;;; 
· · 1 at bo~j~Cf·~~~ aries", while the Da) ,,..International WA that he headed 

' · . had :·a woman as one of its leaders and he was for 

autonomous woman's organization. 
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The various drafts of Capital, whether or not you accept 

the q_rundrisse as the very first draft, shows that the m'inute 

Marx broke with the concept of the_:!Oy as a discussion ••-II
i ' 'l •*- ' with other theoreticians and assigned all those 

theories of surplus value to the end of the book, while that 
J~ ....-:-~~.,,tc.,\~:. '~-"l':.\~·;-'·1~1..~"-~;:,-----struggle~~he~orklng day was moved into the center-

point o t Capital, tftl4!e'-4!1,!11W:ee"!lo~7 ... ±ieoo II"'I,.off-t:tlh1le!-1a!'ILL!z~all!g~g~lills>=lt~.,Z!t'::::t' h:' .,eslta~e ll!'t!bs!!t't!'li~:!!~@: 
~o~tt-•~•~·~~a.~'~·~ .. ·~~~ .. •· and in that, the question of women and 

child labor becomes crucial 

(Fairly recently, I find that the~~ege, Du~ 
is now publishing all the Blue Books tha Marx worked with 

over 100 Years ago, And please remember that so often that 
\.. - "'· 
brilliant empiric and philosophic analysis was just dismissed. 
as "sob.:. stories",) 

I 

By the time Marx advises Dimit~va to go to Paris and . 

. organize a women's section of the 1st International and finds 

so creative as the clvil war in France erupts that she organ-
the Union des Femmes,,, 

Do not forget either that by t~en Mme. Harriet Law, who 
~ 

has become a memeber of the General Council of the 1st Int•l , ... 
~ . and 'is t .... /\umo who provides a platform for Marx after the d~!fe.~tt . · 

of the PC, to develop his views of "lower and deeper"., ):1: becomes 

iri fact such solid ground not only -both of a single revolu-

' ' ! . ,, 
"! 
I 

' ' I 



~owa let's take that last decade year by year, 

~·\_while he is at work on the French edition of Capital, in 
~~ whiclf\•na• m~~·_. exciting extension over which we are still arguin(( 

to this day~t is, fetishism of commodities-- Marx at·one 
writ~n and the same time, returns to ~ ' of his before he broke r 

with capitalist socieity, his 1841-42 Ph. D, thesis, where his 

preference for the philosophy of Epicurus to that of Democritus 

B · becomes integral to the way he 

ism to the interstices ,,, 

~rv"iC-rA})~ 
····· ____ .... --·~· 

t • relegates mercantil-

~··',"~.':'''"'\:·'··.-·. · . this· very day we .still do not have a full English translatiol'l, ·.· 

but have it as edited by FE, so that the very paragraph which 

would show us that the so-called· primitive accumulation i_s nei 

a separate part, but is in fact integral to the.whole movement . 

·o,t accumulation as worked out ine ~ in which the expan•._ii~ .. \i~WII:!~·;jJ 
. in'!:O imperialism.,, 

, But it is that very year, indded the very month, the very. 

day that he sent off the Fftinoh translation mas. he has worked · .• · 

_out the modestly entitled, but actually most profoundly worked 

out philosophy of organization, the~· ~~ 
G -~ \ )"' ~.*P ~ ·. 

1 \~ · vrv1]4JY'- .yffr P'~ ~ I 

~ ><"t<(} ~ "o ~ ~ 
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Now, these 
~ry highest and at the/ 

two YTZW'fillttffi E .,..,~ 

same time new points-- the definitive edition of this greatest 

theoretical work and th~ new work on organization, which is 

inseparable from his philosophy of revolution-- than he + • : 

faces those magnificent militant• new railraad strikes in 

America that inspi~e him to think that a new form of organ-

ization will arise in the USA that will be superior to 

··'·-+.!!at J:l11j!.· i: IM·l~-,;j~~~~~---
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\.~ In proceeeding to;\1oo03 as he 

works on anthropology and the East 

, I . 

t)<' 
: i 

./ ,1' 

1
7 a both finishes his 

as well as taking the trip 

to Algiers, we have to turn to Engels, who publishe'>,the year 

after Marx died1 his Origin as if it were a bequest of Marx's, 

While it is true that Marx begged him to read Ancient Society 

and it is also true that he didn't bother to read it then, saying 

afterward that he was to busy with somehing else, what most 

certainly is totally wrong is to consider his work as any sort 

of bellfUest after he discovered Marx's notes on .A§, from which 

he quoted what he considered was the essehce, 
" ~t~ But- now that we have Marx• s own huncjtred page notes, J y q ~,.-c:::;:::::;:::: 

judgement is very different. 

mh~ !.V'!.n of:_~,..,~.· ., ~-- . .•• 1oo ... ~·'·-""-..~ .,. •. "t~...f,!:u,....,~. <G.,,,~.,.,,.;., ,...,."19.;11-<·'>l""""""',._'_..;.:::3~~ 
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tutionalized Marxism, which to me is state-d.api talism calling 
..;.o-Y.' .:.S~ \~ 

itself communism, bu~'that new-ol~opology .-~-f!-~~1Jg 
it on the historical_scene of today has hardly assured its 

. - --~---. 

bedoming the ground either for anthropologists or others as 

~ philosophy of revolution. ~~act that Marx hadn't lived 

to work it out into a thesis of his own, instead of just 

marginal notes in opposition to the ideology of the day, 

any excuse for us not to do it for our day, t~ing full 

advantage of all his profound insights? does it c) 
that "lllarginal Notes", even when e unpublished 

studied seriousl '·~ 
years and really no or 42 Y~.!!' 4'-' 

keep~from becoming the ground 

successful proletarian revolution in the world? 

The sfe answer also gives you the greatness and the' 

ontradictions in that find. 

The simple answer is the revolution knocking dowri 

all attempts at compoomise with what.is, just because 

"what is" has thrown over Czarist autocracy and presented 

itself as that Feb. 1917 revolution. The same ob- . 

jective situation when not separated from philosophy 

:.·> 

of revolution-- Lenin had already broken with his phil~> ,_,,·_.:0';: ,;;~q 
...... . 

osophic past and tac~ed both the national rev-
~ 

elutions as the bacillus for proletarian revolution 

~oceed~ immediately to that s~-~~g!l...tiv.ity-----· 

when _it came \o smashing the st~- Lenin's ..§!!.•. •• 

combined and "rewrote" both the CGP and the Civil. War---- ----....· .. -· 
in France as the State and Revolution, in theory and.· '. · 

·:~,--;.•;·.',.<.' 

in actual November revolutionary practice, What hadn't · 

he done? 
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the Marxists even when they got the 1844 ..,. 
Essays hadn't seen the pages on Man/Woman JO)the 

ists who did not betray and who did in fa~lead 
Marx

revel

utions hadn't seen that "paragraph" lE.ila-.li&!:tlg~SIIIIllllhll:dlllli?~&I!Js•£ 

on the party , in _QQF., 

Actually, far from being a single paragraph, the 

hole o~ the .QQP is a frelatio~~ll.:~-~!-~~arty1fto_ 
evolu~on through a vision of the n_ew soci~ty. Actually, 

ar from being just a critique of the Lassaleans ~ 

---i~a .... ~J*' .. ~it was a sharper critique of the so-called 

Marxists, the Eisenachists-- for -•- capitulating to 

an abstract unity of organization for "mass party" 

while :forgetting its principles, Actually, this program;> 

which is supposedly limiting his critique of i~is in 

fact-~ most concre~, !hg most prOfo~. 
~h!losophic, :the total ._ philoso y of not only the 

~irst-~;gation of what is-- the revolution itself-~ 
but the second bagativity of that continuous revolu-

tion to fo~low aftex\te have already succeeded in saashi~ ,. 
the bourgeois state to ami there ens and thus have ... c. 

colleo't:-:> 

I 
. ' 

i 
! 

' . I 
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The point is that those 1870s in which he ~hought 

he would complete~ Vole, 2 and J of _Capital and corres

ponded with Danielson, telling him not to wait for the 

completion of Vol, 2 before he completed the translajltion 

of Vol, 1, were the very ones that returned to the 

"Asiatic~ not to mention semi-Asiatic (as in Russia), 

the African, and oh, yes, Native Americanestudies of 

pre-capitalist sociefty with such appreciation of that 
-..;.. 

new force of revolution, be it from Mohammed's sons, 

the Arabs (Moor~ike him?), the Australian aborigines, 

the East Indies and in genera~hat Asiatic mode of 
~ads a category of~$ aa/ 

production which, when he first ;t JQ •• 
an independent epoch of human development in 1857 in 

the Grundrisse, had by now become so crucial and world-
' 

wide, not only of what is, but what it was going to 

become (the future) that he denied that the apex of 

~-, . 

his own greatest work,-- 1'Historical Tendency of Capitalist 

· • ., -•mi versal :r~- ·· ---.' development~ 

. . _ ........ _._ 



B-1 B-1 Ommitted points (Perhaps the analysis on 

-~~ bureaucracy should follow p,2, an~ on 

the various drafts of Capital, p,J becomes 

f.iJ bureaucracy in education 1843 Jnd the final paragraph 

in letter to Diamond, ®h~hy in the 

-~~ includi~ 'ltS._-~-l?l!:--o-!'1--'bhE,.....U.d-iJ~~~~~ 
~~~r<~~~~~~~~~a~(l:j plus Asiatic mode of prod

uction -- incl, Kovalevsky not~ 
* * * 

Now as fo 

it is 
AJ_ the end o:_O and ji~or~ p.4 

•-•lilll!t instructive 1io try to work out 

where and how it comes about that both in Marx and irt 

RL even when they didn • t acknowledge woman as havl.l'lg • . 

any relevance to the specific new "political." 

were developing, a reference to Greek mythology suddenly 

emerged, In the case of Marx, vecy heavily steeped in . -*"~ik J . . < · _. terature in the original, thez:oe were not only . 

these references throughout, whether he was speaking-

on art-- the reference to the childhood of mankind.in 
. - ~ . I 

the Intro, to Grundrisse-- though materially 
. · ,86 Carver), 
possibly duplicate it,.. · 

we couldn•t\: 
. ':. 

in the case of ... (Greek godde Marx relate.d 

·it. to the move. to patriarchal society;. by hearkening· 

. the era when women were freer ~. p~ 
As for RL, whatever made her call on the Queen 

the Amasons, in her 1917 New Year's greeting to a, 

Social-Democratic friend who dared come to the defense 

ot those not actively involved in the anti-militarist 

• 
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Marxists-- and more than once he had to call himself 

a "non-Marxist•" when confronted with not only Lasalleans, 

but Proudhonists and Bakunists :.n his his party~~ 
1 tr , 

that determinant of • revolution was the only 1 

n 

unchangeable charac~eristic. 

Let us now return to mediation as Absolute Method, 
~ throwing~ 

The post-Marx Marxists have, :k ::::!!!: out the 
mechanical 

~:d Absolute, reduced the question of method to a/tool 

~~~because t~ey did so, as economic d~t~rm~n!sts, dia

lectical methodology hardly means anything more to them 

than something more than a ~x tactic, or at most a 

strategy, thus transforming philosophy ~ into an 

ideology, that is to say, so false a consciousness 
. ·•. ?:~' 

regarding the masses in 1~?:!-J~ and the philosophy of 

revolution that it is ~*~i~ of thif> 
/" elitist 

coin of bourgeios tttwag ideology, leadership ordering"·. 
backward 

1

.\., _'::-; • 

the/masses to follo"'t'he right li~ Hegel, on the ... 

·. other hand, though he was concerned only with thought, o 
. . a mystical 
developed Absolute Method, ~. as BKJ Absolute, but as 

a unity of theoy and practice that i* constantly evol~ 
. manifesting itself 

ving a continuous~ motion,a.xZ~ both aa 

the"self-determination of the Idea"and the"self..:bring'ing . . '·' . 

forth. of liberty". 
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